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University of Minnesota Press, United States, 2016. Paperback.
Book Condition: New. 254 x 178 mm. Language: English . Brand
New Book. Drawing widely from contemporary social and
critical thought, Making Things International 2 offers
provocative interventions into debates about causality,
connection, and politics through the notion of assemblage.
Political assemblages, especially those that cross national
borders, can be catalyzed by a host of surprising sparks.
Present-day global systems are complex and interdependent,
but the worn tools of traditional international relations theory
are unsuited to the task of understanding how objects, ideas,
and people come together to create, dispute, solve, or perhaps
cause these political configurations. Contributors to this
volume bring to their work a new sensitivity toward issues of
power, authority, control, and sovereignty.The companion
volume, Making Things International 1: Circuits and Motion,
used things, stuff, and objects in motion to capture the
material dynamics of global politics and to demonstrate the
importance of the material. This volume builds on that
conversation by examining objects that incite political
assemblages. Specific subjects include fighter jets,
smartphones, tents, cookies, representations of North Korea,
and histories of the diplomatic cable, the orange prison
jumpsuit, and container shipping.Contributors: Rune
Saugmann Andersen, U of Helsinki;...
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Extensive information for book fans. It is writter in basic words and never hard to understand. It is extremely di icult
to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- O tis Wisoky-- O tis Wisoky

This publication is great. It is full of wisdom and knowledge You will not really feel monotony at at any time of the time
(that's what catalogs are for relating to when you ask me).
-- Dr . Ever ett Dicki DDS-- Dr . Ever ett Dicki DDS
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